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1. Introduction

3. Weighting and Fixing Elements

A correlation matrix C, has elements ci j representing the pair-wise
correlation of entity i with entity j, that is, the strength and direction of
a linear relationship between the two. The matrix:
(a) is real, square and symmetric

For an approximate correlation matrix we may have greater confidence
in some correlations over others or know some correlations are exact.
This leads to the desire to weight or fix some elements.

(b) has unit diagonal and |ci j| ≤ 1

In the NAG routine g02ab we have extended the functionality provided
by g02aa to include weights [7], we find the minimum of
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In Mark 26 of the NAG Library we generalized the shrinking algorithm
to allow the fixing of arbitrary elements. The user defines a positive
definite target matrix, T , and g02ap finds a solution of the form
αT + (1 − α)G,

T = H ◦ G.

Setting elements of H to 1 will fix corresponding elements in G.

kW (G − X)W kF .
Here W is a diagonal matrix of weights. This means that we are seeking
√
√
to minimize the elements wii(gi j − xi j) w j j. Thus by choosing
elements in W appropriately we can favour some elements in G.

4. The Nearest Correlation Matrix with Factor Structure

where X here is an n × k matrix and k is generally much smaller than
n. These correlation matrices arise in factor models of asset returns,
collateralized debit obligations and multivariate time series.

• some data may be missing, leading to constructed matrices being
approximate correlation matrices that are not positive semidefinite

Here we show G − X after
a call to g02aa (left) and
g02ab on an 8×8 problem.
We chose weights for g02ab
to attempt to fix the 3 × 3
leading block of true correlations.
It is inexpensive, but too
kG − XkF = 0.2960
aggressive in its weighting.
iterations: 3

• a matrix that is semidefinite is required for analysis, so we seek a
true correlation matrix that is near to the input matrix

Rather than whole rows and columns of G being weighted, g02aj allows
a preferable element-wise weighting, by minimizing

(c) is positive semidefinite, its eigenvalues are positive or zero
Not all matrices having properties (a) and (b) have property (c):
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this matrix has eigenvalues λ ≈ {−0.02, 1.07, 1.95}.
Approximate correlation matrices and an application in finance:
• correlations between stocks are used to construct portfolios

This poster discusses the techniques to compute nearest correlation
matrices and their implementation in the NAG Library.

2. The Basic Problem
Find a true correlation matrix X that is closest to the approximate input
matrix, G, in the Frobenius norm, that is, we find the minimum of:
kG − XkF .
Alternating Projections [3,6] is
one approach where we project
on to the sets of semidefinite and
unit diagonal matrices. Easy to
implement but slow to converge.
A Newton Method, with superior rate of convergence, was described
by Qi and Sun [7]. This was improved at the University of Manchester
by Borsdorf and Higham [1] using a different iterative solver and a
means of preconditioning the linear equations. It has been implemented
as g02aa in the NAG Library.
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diag(I − XX T ) + XX T

The routine g02ae computes the nearest factor loading matrix, X, for
an approximate matrix, G, by minimizing
kG − XkF = 0.3537
iterations: 4

kH ◦ (G − X)kF .

kG − XX T + diag(XX T − I)kF .
We have implemented the spectral projected gradient method of Birgin,
Martinez and Raydan as suggested by Borsdorf et al. [2].

5. Summary of Available Routines

Here, by choosing appropriate values in H we can emphasise individual
elements in G and leave the others unweighted [5].
Fixing a block of correlations was introduced in Mark 25 of the NAG
Library in g02an. Using the shrinking method of Higham, Strabić and
Šego [4], the routine finds a true correlation matrix of the form
!
!
G11 G12
G11 0
+ (1 − α)G,
G=
.
α
T
0
I
G12 G22
We find the smallest α ∈ [0, 1] that gives us a positive semidefinite
result, preserving G11 which needs to be positive definite.

On the left is G − X after a
call to g02aj on our problem.
We have only weighted the
3 × 3 leading block, but it
is very expensive. On the
right g02an fixes the block
cheaply but the result is further
away from our input.

A correlation matrix with factor structure is one where the off-diagonal
elements agree with some matrix of rank k. It can be written as

NAG offer these routines to compute nearest correlation matrices:
• g02aa basic problem using the method of Qi and Sun
• g02ab incorporates weights and bounds on eigenvalues
• g02ae matrices with k-factor structure
• g02aj provides element-wise weighting of input
• g02an shrinking method with fixed submatrix
• g02ap shrinking method with user supplied target
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